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Summary 

 
Why would anyone want to tamper with an Emmy nominated, Peabody Award 

winning television series that enjoys being a critical darling with a strong fanbase 
and solid ratings? That is exactly what Comedy Central decided to do to Key & Peele 
in its fourth season. Three seasons in, Key & Peele still lacked awareness and 

engagement (viewing and social interaction) by African-American and Hispanic 
viewers who, given the Multicultural cast and content of the series, should have 

been the show’s biggest fans. Comedy Central created a comprehensive research 
study designed to identify how and where prior communication efforts had failed to 
reach this segment and subsequently informed a customized Multicultural marketing 

strategy. A psychographic emerged as the lead communications target. The 
campaign’s main objective was to engage consumers from awareness to action; the 

creative strategy was to tap into multiculturally aware Millennials who are culturally 
plugged in and social. The campaign helped drive Key & Peele to record high levels, 
resulting in tremendous performance across all platforms.  

 
 

 
 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

Marketing Challenge 
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To raise awareness and shift perceptions of a well-established, critically acclaimed 
series, the strategy for the season four launch of Key & Peele was to broaden the 

audience to include more diverse, Multicultural viewers while still appealing to the 
core Comedy Central viewer – and to identify any barriers to doing so.  

 
From the outset, we wanted to make it clear to Multicultural Millennials that Key & 
Peele speaks authentically to them and reflects their life experiences and comedic 

sensibilities. Quite simply, this is a show they should be watching, so where’s the 
disconnect? We had to deepen our understanding of Multicultural Millennials to 

ensure that all marketing and communications efforts are reaching and resonating 
with this more diverse audience.  
 

Through the Key & Peele campaign, we also sought to shift perceptions of the 
overall Comedy Central brand among Multicultural viewers. Comedy Central’s 

audience is predominantly White, unlike our Millennial target. What equity we 
maintain with Multicultural fans is primarily driven by legacy franchises like South 
Park and Chappelle’s Show. The Key & Peele campaign was an invaluable 

opportunity to re-engage this increasingly important segment of our target audience 
with a fresh, leading-edge sensibility.  

 

 

 
Methodology 

 
By running three key research studies concurrently, Comedy Central was able to 

refresh Key & Peele creatively, optimize creative assets across all viewing platforms, 
and establish a new communication strategy to better connect with new viewers.  
 

Research Study #1- Understanding Multicultural Millennials: The cornerstone of this 
research comes from an extensive Multicultural Millennial Collaborative Community 

of over 300 active online members. The virtual “salon” convened on a weekly basis 
for over six months and covered a broad range of topics – from the latest memes 
making the social rounds to hot button topics like Trayvon Martin and immigration 

policy. We also conducted multiple ethnographies, focus groups, expert and 
academic interviews, content analysis, and secondary research. This is some of the 

deepest and richest research Comedy Central has conducted to date.  
 

Research Study #2- Key & Peele Series Deep Dive: Comedy Central conducted a 
series of in-depth focus groups around key show and communications elements -- 
including talent appeal, humor sensibility, show format, and messaging. We spoke 

with current Key & Peele viewers and Multicultural Millennials who from a 
psychographic perspective should be viewers across 3 markets, New York City, Los 

Angeles, and Cleveland. 
 

Research Study #3- Key & Peele Semiotics Study: With a topic as complex as race, 

we knew we needed to combine our consumer insight methodologies with extensive 
cultural analysis. We had to understand Key & Peele’s current cultural resonance and 

identify future opportunities to amplify the franchise’s cultural voice and impact. We 
leaned into a semiotic analysis of popular content, and Key & Peele in particular, to 
help build our narrative. Our use of cultural analysis combined with consumer insight 
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work enabled us to bring to the surface hidden but essential insights.  

 

 
 

 

Creative Execution 
 
The Key & Peele season four launch would be a radical departure from previous 
Comedy Central campaigns. Our goal was not awareness or chatter – it was cultural 
resonance. Our target was not an age, gender, or race – it was a psychographic 

defined by common sensibilities and attitudes. Marketing adjusted the focus from 
trying to attract African Americans and Hispanics to attracting the psychographic 

within the demographic: multiculturally aware Millennials who are culturally plugged 
in and social. And the Communications team partnered with Multicultural experts at 
Terry Hines & Associates to help identify strategic outlets for additional messaging 

and appearances.  
 

We partnered with brands like WorldStarHipHop, DimeMag, and DatPiff for the first 
time. Our YouTube campaign was also nuanced and extensive – in addition to 
retargeting fans that had previously watched Key & Peele or Comedy Central videos, 

we built out targeting buckets for our Multicultural psychographic. Key and Peele 
continued to amplify their icon status and cool cred with high profile appearances 

and partnerships like guest editing the Entertainment Weekly comedy issue and 
hosting a standing room only panel at San Diego Comic-Con.  
 

A key element of the campaign was “Where They At”, a hip-hop music video 
featuring some of Key & Peele most popular characters. This custom piece went 

beyond the traditional teaser trailer and opened up a number of promotional 
platforms on plugged in sites like SoundCloud and the Complex network. The season 

launch was treated like an album drop, with a substantial “hype machine” strategy 
to boost cultural resonance. Research also suggested that future messaging needed 
to amplify the cultural conversation between professional critics and dedicated fans 

to nurture and expand viewership. Specifically, Key & Peele promo strategy should 
address race head on; this would attract our target psychographic without isolating 

the show’s current fanbase. Key & Peele Emmy campaign referencing Donald 
Sterling exemplified the racially direct promotions the show employed and served as 
a model for future messaging. 

 
 

 
 

Impact on Business 
 
Even before the 4th season launched, there were strong indications that our 
marketing activations had hit the mark. We saw a +35% increase in awareness 

levels of Key & Peele among African-American M18-34 vs. the prior season. Top box 
intent to view levels increased by +40% among the same demo. Awareness and 

intent to view levels also increased among Hispanic M18-34, jumping +24% and 
+28%, respectively.  
 

Season 4 now stands as the highest rated and most watched for Key & Peele, a rare 
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feat for any continuing series. More than 2 million viewers tuned in on average. 
Ratings grew +15% among African-American M18-34 and +46% with Hispanic M18-

34 compared to Season 3. Key & Peele African-American audience composition 
peaked at nearly 25%, a level not seen for any Comedy Central series since 

Chappelles’ Show. 
 
Key & Peele also grew its social media fanbase by leaps and bounds. The Key & 

Peele Facebook page has 1.35 Million likes, up over 3X (232%) since the end of the 
prior season. The Key & Peele Twitter account jumped +27% to over 130,000 

followers. Lastly, the Comedy Central YouTube Channel gained nearly 200,000 new 
subscribers directly from Key & Peele videos since the season began.*  
 

Beyond likes and ratings, perhaps the most significant impact has been a 
fundamental shift in the internal narrative around the Comedy Central core viewer.  

We opened the aperture to be far more inclusive and diverse.  Now when we say, 
“The Comedy Central viewer,” we don’t only picture a 24 year old White frat guy.  
We still love that guy and will continue to serve him.  But now, multiple images 

come to mind.  The Comedy Central core fan can be Black, White, Hispanic, male or 
female and we will serve all of them.  The only thing we ask of them is to love 

awesome comedy. 
 
*Sources: Ipsos MediaCT, TV Dailies Data, premiere week average, Season 4 (9.24.14) vs. 

Season 3 (9.18.13); Nielsen: Most Current Data; Facebook Insight, Twitter.com, 

YouTube.com 


